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Abstract 
Most of the evidence on dynamic equilibrium exchange rate models is based on 
seasonally adjusted consumption data. Equilibrium models have not worked well in 
explaining the actual exchange rate, but with seasonally adjusted data, there are reasons 
to expect spurious rejections of the model. This paper models exchange rate dynamics 
by means of an equilibrium model that incorporates seasonal preferences. The fit of the 
model to the data is evaluated for five industrialized countries using seasonally 
unadjusted data. Our findings indicate that a model with seasonal preferences can 
generate monthly time series of the exchange rate without seasonality, even if the 
variables that theoretically determine the exchange rate show seasonality. We also 
compare the stochastic properties of the theoretical exchange rate and observed 
exchange rate using cointegration analysis, finding cointegration between both time 
series in some cases. 
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1.- Introduction 
 
Most of the evidence on dynamic equilibrium exchange rate models is based on 
seasonally adjusted consumption data. Equilibrium models state that the exchange rate 
is determined by macroeconomic fundamentals such as money supplies, prices, outputs, 
and interest rates. To our current knowledge, no previous studies have explored the idea 
of developing a equilibrium model of exchange rate consistent with the data: seasonality 
is inherent in the fundamental variables determining the theoretical exchange rate, but 
seasonality does not appear in the exchange rate. 
 Econometricians, rather than explicitly investigating the underlying economic 
seasonal variation, typically remove its effects by using seasonally adjusted data. Wallis 
(1974) shows that seasonal adjustment may distort the relations between variables. The 
effect of seasonal adjustmet on asset pricing evidence has received only limited 
attention in the literature. Miron (1986) extended the seminal work of Hansen and 
Singleton (1982) to incorporate seasonal “taste shocks”. Miron (1986) shows that when 
the seasonal fluctuations in consumption purchases are included in an analysis of the 
life cycle-permanent income model, there is no evidence in the aggregate data against 
the model. Ferson and Harvey (1992) examined consumption-based asset pricing 
models using seasonally unadjusted consumption data. They generalize the model of 
seasonality proposed by Miron (1986) studying models with “subsistence levels” in 
which the seasonal parameters are related to expected risk premium. They find that a 
model using not seasonally adjusted consumption data and nonseparable preferences 
with seasonal effects works better according to several criteria. 
This paper generalizes standard dynamic equilibrium models of exchange rates 
by allowing for seasonal shocks in preferences. In contrast with prior studies, the 
theoretical model is tested directly with seasonal unadjusted data. We present a two-
country open economy model that is a variation of the one developed in Grilli and 
Roubini (1992). Our model incorporates preferences with “taste shocks”, as in Miron 
(1986). In Miron’s model there are seasonal “shocks” to preferences indicating that the 
utility obtained from the consumption varies according to the prevailing season. In our 
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model, this kind of preferences allows the agents to smooth the seasonality in the 
fundamental variables.  
When seasonal preferences are considered, we find that the theoretical exchange 
rate is a function not only of the share of money used for asset transaction, goods 
endowments and the return on equities, as in previous equilibrium models, but also of 
seasonal shifts in preferences. The rationale underlying this is that consumers know that 
fundamental variables present seasonal variations, but their welfare improves if they 
smooth them over the entire year, thus avoiding the creation of intertemporal distortions 
when making their decision to invest. This may explain an exchange rate without 
seasonality.   
We subsequently evaluate the fit of our model to the data in four steps: (i) we 
obtain the GMM estimation of the structural parameters of the model using seasonally 
unadjusted data; (ii) we generate theoretical monthly time series of the exchange rate 
using the model equilibrium conditions evaluated at the point estimates of structural 
parameters using the corresponding money, production and asset returns observed; (iii) 
we analyze stochastic properties of theoretical exchange rates using Box-Jenkins 
methodology; and finally, (iv) we compare the stochastic properties of the theoretical 
and observed exchange rate using cointegration analysis.  
The results indicate that our model, which considers preferences with seasonal 
effects, explains how agents smooth seasonal movements in fundamental variables 
when they make their decisions to invest. Even if seasonality appears in the variables 
that theoretically explain the exchange rate, our model could generate time series for 
some exchange rates with similar properties to the actual rate, i.e. (i) no seasonal 
fluctuations, and (ii) a degree of integration equal to 1. Furthermore, the same order of 
integration between actual and simulated exchange rate time series leads to the study of 
cointegration. This property has been found in some cases, but the cointegration vector 
only presented the right sign (i.e. the model replicates the observed depreciation of the 
British pound) for the British pound / US dollar exchange rate. 
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a two-country, two-goods 
cash-in-advance (CIA) model of the exchange rate; in this section we describe a specific 
utility function with seasonal shocks. We evaluate our model in Section 3. To begin 
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with, the parameters are estimated applying the GMM estimator over stochastic Euler 
equations, we then generate time series of the theoretical exchange rate for several 
currencies and finally compare the stochastic properties of the theoretical and observed 
exchange rate. Concluding remarks appear in Section 4. Appendix 1 contains a 
description of the data. Appendix 2 shows the diagnostic analysis of GMM estimation. 
Appendix 3 presents time series data of observed and theoretical exchange rates. 
 
2.- The economy  
 
This section presents a CIA two-country economy that is subject to seasonal 
variation in preferences. A predecessor of this model is the work of Grilli and Roubini 
(1992), which analyzed the open economy implications of models in which money is 
used both for transactions on goods markets and for transactions on asset markets. In 
this paper, however, in contrast to Grilli and Roubini, securities are traded instead of 
bonds and preferences with seasonal shocks are specified. First, we describe the 
economy and analyze the main implications of our model specifications for the 
equilibrium exchange rate. We then present the preferences, which are particularly 
important for the outcome of our analysis. Finally, the theoretical equilibrium exchange 
rate is obtained as an explicit function of fundamental variables and preference 
parameters.  
 
A.- The two-country exchange rate model 
 
There are two countries: Domestic (D) and Foreign (F). Each country has a firm, 
each produces a perishable, traded, distinct good: ,DtY
F
tY . Firms are assumed to be 
able to sell claims of their future random outputs. Domestic (foreign) claims entitle the 
owner to a proportionate share in the future stream of dividends. 
There is one representative agent in each country. The representative agent from 
countries i, for i= D, F, has preferences described by an infinite-horizon expected utility 
function given by: 
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( ) ,,s t D Ft is is
s t
E U c c       0 <  < 1 
=
 	
 
(1) 
where Et denotes the mathematical conditional expectation on information known at the 
beginning of period t,  is a constant discount factor. Function U is assumed to be 
bounded, continuously differentiable, increasing in both arguments, and strictly 
concave. jisc , for j=D, F, is the good produced in country j that is consumed by a 
resident of country i. Note that preferences are assumed to be identical across countries. 
Residents of country i are allowed to own shares in production in either country 
as well as the currency. The pattern of trading is assumed to proceed in a similar way to 
Lucas (1990).1 The transaction technology is that of the cash-in-advance model, 
extended by the assumption that the representative agent faces two liquidity constraints: 
one on the purchase of goods and one on the purchase of assets. Domestic (foreign) 
goods may be bought only with domestic (foreign) currency. Agents are thus subject to 
the following cash-in-advance constraints. Let jitN be the amount of money of country j
held by the representative agent of country i for transactions in the goods market at time 
t, and let jtP be the domestic and foreign currency prices for good j. Then we require:  
 , , ,D DDtit it i D FN cP = (2) 
 , , ,F FFtit it i D FN cP = (3) 
Constraint (2) pertains to the currency of the domestic country, whereas (3) 
pertains to the currency of the foreign country. We now analyze equilibrium price 
 
1We assume the convenient artifact of a three-member representative household, each of whom goes his 
own way during a period, the three regrouping at the end of a day to pool goods, assets, and information. One 
member of the household (the owner of the firm) collects the production, which he must then sell to other households 
on a cash-in-advance basis. A household cannot consume any of its own endowments. Cash received from a sale on 
date-t cannot be used for any purpose during period t. A second member of the household takes an amount Mt-Zt of 
the household’s initial cash balances (Mt) and uses it to purchase goods from other households. The stock agents start 
out with the money that was paid to them as dividends by domestic and foreign firms during this period. The third 
member carries out the remaining domestic and foreign currency cash balances on the securities market where 
domestic and foreign securities are sold and bought, and where he can buy and sell domestic and foreign currencies 
on the foreign exchange market. In addition, domestic (foreign) assets can be bought only with domestic (foreign) 
cash balances. Only two securities are assumed to exist in the securities market: domestic and foreign equity claims 
(shares in domestic and foreign future outputs). 
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determination. Equilibrium conditions for the currency for transactions on the goods 
markets are: 
 , ,j j jt Dt FtN N N j D F= + =  (4) 
Substituting (2)-(3) at equality in (4) gives: 
 ( ) , , .j j j jt t Dt FtN P c c j D F= + =  (5) 
Equilibrium in the goods markets requires: 
 , , .j j jt Dt FtY c c j D F= + =  (6) 
Substituting (6) in (5) gives the quantitative theory equations: 
 
/
/
D D D
t t t
F F F
t t t
P N Y
P N Y
=
=
(7) 
Therefore, the equilibrium prices of the two goods depend on domestic and 
foreign money supply.  
In addition, there are two types of equities in this economy: domestic and 
foreign. These equities are traded on the securities market at a price (in units of 
domestic (foreign) currency) QDt (QFt). During the securities trading session, the agent 
has access to the foreign exchange market and can choose holdings of domestic and 
foreign securities. He therefore faces the budget constraints given by: 
 [ - ] [ - ]    ,   , ,D FD F D FD Fit itit t it it t itt t i D FQ QN S N SM M  + = + =  (8) 
where St is the nominal spot exchange rates expressed as the domestic price for foreign 
currency, Mjit are i holdings of money j on date t, and jit is the number of equities of 
country j purchased at t by a resident of country i.
In each period, the firm from country j issues an amount of equities, the value of 
which has to be equal to its production. Thus:   
 ( ), ,= = D, F,j j j j jt t D t F t tP Y Q j + (9) 
At the beginning of period t+1, the ownership of equities entitles the owner to 
receive the dividend and to have the right to sell the equity at price Qjt+1. Dividends are 
random because they depend on production, which is assumed to be governed by an 
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unspecified stochastic process2. Therefore, the agent will begin t+1 with cash balances 
given by  
 1 1 1 ,
DD D DD
it t it itt i D FQdM  + + += + =  (10) 
 1 1 1 , ,
FF F FF
it t it itt i D FQdM  + + += + =  (11) 
where djt are dividends per equity of firm j (j=D, F). 
The domestic agent’s optimization problem may now be represented as follows. 
The agent chooses stochastic processes for {NDDt, NFDt,  DDt,  FDt} t=0 to maximize 
(1) subject to the cash-in-advance constraints (2)-(3), the budget constraint (8) and the 
transition equation for state variables (10)-(11). The agent’s decision problem motivates 
Bellman’s equation,  
( ) ( ) ( ){ }FD F DDt Dt t Dt+1 Dt+1V ,  =  Max U N P , N P   +  V , MM M E MD D F FDt t Dt t  (12) 
First order and envelope conditions associated with the problem stated in (12) 
are used to characterize equilibrium behavior, assuming that the value functions exist 
and that they are increasing, differentiable and concave: 
 ( )( ) 1DDt t= ,  = N D
D
D F D
Dt Dt tc
V U c c P 

   (13) 
 ( )( ) 1Dt t t= ,  =  N SF
D
D F FF
Dt Dt tc
V U c c P 

   (14) 
 ( )
1
D D'D D
Dt t t 1t t+1M
V = = E V   + ,Q QdD
Dt
t 
+
+
 	    (15) 
 ( )Dt+1F FFMDt t t t 1t t+1V = = E V + ,Q QS dFF t  + 	    (16) 
where t is the multiplier associated with the budget constraint.  
The envelope conditions are:  
 ( )( )D
Dt+1
1'
1 1 1M
V = ,D
D
D F D
Dt Dt tc
U c c P

+ + +  (17) 
 ( )( )
Dt+1
1'
1 1 1M
V = ,F F
D
D F F
Dt Dt tc
U c c P

+ + +  (18) 
Substituting (13) and (17) in (15), the domestic firm equity price is given by: 
 
2 Note that our ultimate goal is the simulation of exchange rate time series. The simulation methodology 
does not involve positing a statistical model for the exogenous variables. 
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( )( )
( ) ( )
( )
1
1 1 1
1 11
,
,
D
D
D
D
D F D
Dt Dt tc D D
t tD F D
Dt Dt tc
DQ Et t
U c c P
d Q
U c c P


+ + +
+ +=
 
 +  
 
(19) 
Symmetrically, substituting (14) and (18) in (16), the foreign firm equity price is given 
by: 
 
( )( )
( )( )
( )
1
1 1 1
1 11
,
,
F
D
F
D
D F F
Dt Dt tc F F
t tD F F
Dt Dt tc
F EQt t
U c c P
d Q
U c c P


+ + +
+ +
 
 = +  
 
(20) 
Finally, the solution for the equilibrium exchange rate is obtained from first 
order conditions (15)-(16), and envelope conditions (17)-(18): 
 
( )( ) ( )( )
( ) ( ) ( )( )
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
,
,
F
D
D
D
D F F F F F
t Dt Dt t t t tc
t
D F D D D D
t Dt Dt t t t tc
E U c c P d Q Q
S
E U c c P d Q Q
 
+ + + + +
 
+ + + + +
 	+  =
 	+  
(21) 
 
If we compare (21) with the expression for the exchange rate in a typical cash-
in-advance model, we notice that the crucial difference is represented by the ratio of 
returns from the investment on domestic and foreign equities. The intuition for the 
effect of this ratio on the equilibrium exchange rate is clear: part of the money supply is 
held for use in the asset market and thus does not enter in the determination of the goods 
prices. In particular, since goods prices depend on the money used in goods 
transactions, an increase in the returns expected from the investment on foreign equities, 
will increase the foreign money held for asset transaction, dropping the foreign money 
available for good market transactions. Consequently, this tends to reduce the foreign 
equilibrium prices of goods and thus depreciate the exchange rate. 
To generate time series of theoretical exchange rate, it is necessary to 
characterize the agent preferences; in the next section, we present our assumption on 
these preferences. 
 
B- Seasonal shifts in preferences 
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The issue of interest is that although the exchange rate is not seasonal, seasonal 
movements are a feature of many economic data series that theoretically determine the 
exchange rate, such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Industrial Product (IP), 
consumption, monetary aggregates, etc. The evidence suggests that optimizing agents 
know that fundamental variables present seasonal variations and they smooth these 
when making an investment decision.  
The question is: How can our equilibrium model explain this fact? In our model, 
expression (21) describing the solution for the equilibrium exchange rate can be written 
as: 
 
( )
( )
1 1
t
1 1
= ,S
F F
t t t
D D
t t t
E m R
E m R
+ +
+ +
 (22) 
where ( )( ) 11 1 1 1, ,j
D
j D F j
t Dt Dt tc
m U c c P

+ + + += for j= D, F, is the marginal utility gained from 
( ) 11jtP

+ units of commodity 1
j
Dtc + consumed at t+1, and ( )( ) 1t 11 t+1 t+ Qd jjj jtR Q

++ = is the 
return on shares of country j.3 Therefore, the equilibrium exchange rate equalize 
marginal utilities of currency across countries, when evaluated in a common currency.4
Since the exchange rate is not seasonal, we should not observe any seasonal 
variation on the marginal utility of the expected returns from the investment on shares. 
Note that 1tm + is a function of consumption, and consumption usually possesses 
seasonality. Therefore, the seasonal pattern in consumption should be reflected in 
1t
jR
+
(however, the seasonal variation on asset returns, 
1t
jR
+
is minute compared with 
seasonal fluctuations in consumption) unless the agents remove seasonal fluctuations in 
 
3 The amount of commodity cjDt+1 that can be purchased with a unit of j currency at time t+1 is the inverse 
of its price (Pjt+1)-1. The utility from each one of these units of cjDt+1 is given by its marginal utility, 
( )1 1, .j
D
D F
Dt Dtc
U c c+ +  
4 For instance, for the UK pound / US dollar exchange rate case: the marginal utility expected from the 
investment of one pound on UK shares is Et (mDt+1 RDt+1); the marginal utility expected from the investment of one 
pound on US shares is Et (mFt+1 RFt+1)/St, that is, the US dollar value of a pound (1/St) multiplied by the marginal 
utility expected from the investment on US shares.  
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consumption (for example, through function j
Dc
U ) to a level that can be exactly mirrored 
in the real returns of all assets.   
In our model, we conjecture that preferences that include seasonal shocks may 
counteract the seasonality in the fundamental variables. Therefore, we assume that the 
representative agents from both countries have identical preferences described by 
Miron, (1986)5:
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1- 1-1 1, =   + ,1 - 1-
D F
D F D F
it it it itD FU c s c s c s c s
 
 
 (23) 
where ( )jitc s is the consumption service flow received in period t by the agent from 
country i for the consumption of the good produced in country j, in season s, and j is 
the intertemporal elasticity of substitution in consumption of the consumption service of 
the good produced in country j. Consumers transform the stock of the consumption 
good produced in country j, jitc , into consumption services according to the following 
function: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )j j j1 2
exp  , ,
 1 2 ...   
j j j
it t it
j
st t t t
c s c j D F
s

 µ µ µ   
= =
= + + +
 (24) 
where ( )t sµ is a dummy variable taking the value one when period t corresponds to 
season s, and zero otherwise, and js is the seasonal preference in season s. These 
parameters indicate that the utility obtained from jitc varies according to the prevailing 
season s. ( )jitc s may thus be thought of as the “seasonally adjusted” consumption. 
 
5 We assume that the utility function is additively separable from the two consumption services and 
presents constant intertemporal substitution elasticity. Although this assumption is restrictive, it simplifies estimation 
considerably. Our analysis focuses on a simple basic utility function with seasonal shocks. We think this is valuable 
for setting a benchmark. Even so, the literature on equilibrium models of exchange rates includes heterogeneity of 
agents, multiple sectors, tax shocks, and modifications designed to reproduce features of exchange rates. Whether our 
findings are relevant for these cases is an open, quantitative issue that may be addressed using the procedures 
implemented in this paper.  
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C.- Characterizing the equilibrium exchange rate 
 
In order to describe an equilibrium solution of the model, we require a 
distribution of wealth. We have assumed that wealth of every kind is evenly divided 
between the residents of the two countries. Specifically, the residents of each country 
own half of the domestic and foreign endowments, the stocks of domestic and foreign 
money and domestic and foreign assets. Given this distribution of wealth, consumption 
is given by: 6 
2 , ,
2 , ,  
D D
it t
F F
it t
c Y i D F
c Y i D F
= =
= =
 (25) 
In addition, considering equilibrium prices given by (7) and the preferences 
defined above, (23)-(24), the equilibrium exchange rate given by expression (21) 
becomes:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1-12 1- FF
t+1 t+1 1t+1
s=1
t 1-12 1-
t+1 t+1 1t+1
s=1
1 2  exp    NY
= ,S
1 2  exp    NY
F
F
D
D
F F
t S t
D DDD
t S t
E s R
E s R




µ
µ

+

+
   	       
   	       




(26) 
 
6 This solution is the perfectly pooled equilibrium of Lucas (1982). Cole and Obstfeld (1991) show that the 
efficient allocations of resources in an economy like the one considered in this paper is of the form: 
( )
( )
1 1
1 1
1
1
D D D D
Dt t Ft t
F F F F
Dt t Ft t
c Y c Y
c Y c Y
  
  
= ! = 
= ! = 
It is simple to see that when these consumption expressions are assumed, proportionality factors in the 
consumption rules cancel out, leading exactly to the same expression (26). That means that, so long as countries 
are following efficient consumption allocations, the exchange rate will be determined by the same variables. 
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The intuition for this formula is straightforward. 
( ) ( )
1-12 1
t+1 t+11 t+1
s=1
exp    ,N2 Y
j
jj j j j
t Sm s

 µ

+
  	
=   
  

 for j=D, F, is a function not only of 
money, goods endowments, but is also a function of the seasonal shifts in preferences. 
Evidence indicates that Yjt+1 and Njt+1 show seasonal patterns, however seasonal 
variation does not exist on Rjt+1 and St. The introduction of seasonal parameters,  jS (for 
j = D, F and S = 1, 2, …, s) allows the model to smooth the marginal utility of the 
expected returns from the investment on shares in the face of systematic seasonal 
fluctuations in Yjt+1 and Njt+1.7
Now, we can consider the economic model to be an approximation to the 
stochastic processes generating the actual data. If the economic model is correctly 
specified, it could generate data with similar characteristics to those of the observed 
data. Expression (26) may be used to compute the exchange rate time series implied by 
this model and then compare it with real data. The next section describes the way to do 
this. 
 
3. Estimation of parameters and empirical evaluation of the seasonal model 
 
In this section, we evaluate our model analyzing its capacity to generate time 
series of exchange rates with similar properties to observed exchange rates. We will use 
a procedure that consists of four steps:  
(1) First, we estimate the preference parameters of the model exploiting 
orthogonality conditions from our model using Hansen’s (1982) generalized method of 
moments (GMM). Theoretical variables are approximated by their observed 
counterparts. Outputs are approximated by monthly industrial production and monetary 
 
7 To gain some intuition, let’s focus on one season in which Yjt+1 is relatively low (if ,j >1), then mjt+1 will 
be relatively high during this season, unless the seasonal parameter be relatively high to avoid seasonal fluctuations in 
the marginal utility of expected returns from investment. The taste shifts parameters indicate that the utility obtained 
from the consumption at time t varies according the prevailing season S and this explain that mjt+1 does not track 
seasonal patterns in Yjt+1 and Njt+1. Agents improve their welfare avoiding the creation of intertemporal distortions 
when making their decision to invest. 
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aggregates are approximated by M2. Asset returns are generated by taking a first 
difference on the natural logarithm of the equity price index. 
(2) We then use expression (26) to generate theoretical exchange rate time 
series. The preference parameters are evaluated at their point estimates and the 
theoretical variables Yt, Mt and assets returns are approximated by their observed 
counterparts.  
(3) We analyse the stochastic properties of theoretical exchange rates using Box-
Jenkins methodology (Box and Jenkins, 1970).  
(4) Finally, we compare the stochastic properties of theoretical and observed 
exchange rates using c integration analysis.  
 
A. Details of the procedure for estimating preference parameters 
 
In this section, we briefly describe the estimation procedure. We focus on GMM 
estimation as implemented for dynamic rational expectations models by Hansen and 
Singleton (1982). The dynamic optimization problem for an economic agent implies a 
set of stochastic Euler equations that must be satisfied in equilibrium. These Euler 
equations in turn imply a set of population orthogonality conditions that depend 
nonlinearly on variables observed by econometricians and on unknown parameters 
characterizing preferences. These conditions of orthogonality are used to construct a 
criterion function whose minimizer is the estimate of parameters. 
Though there are many different types of Euler equations for the model specified 
in the previous section, the parameters are estimated by exploiting expression (19), 
which may also be written as:8
( ) ( )
( )( )
( )( )
1
1, 1 , 1 1
1 1 t1
, ,
( ), ( )
X 1,
( ), ( )
|jD
j
D
D F j
D t D t tc j j j
t t tD F j
D t D t tc
U c s c s P
E d Q Q
U c s c s P


+ + +
+ +
 
 + =  
 
 (27) 
where tX is a vector representing all the information available to the agent at date t.  
 
8 The first order conditions derived must hold with respect to all assets. The derivations, however, are 
carried out only for a single asset for each country.
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Estimation using (27) requires the function U to be explicitly parameterized. 
Therefore, when (23) is substituted in (27): 
( ) ( )
1-12
, 1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 , 1
exp   - 1 X 0.t|
jj
j j j j
D t t t tj
j j j
D t t t
c P d Q
E s s
c P Q

 µ µ

+ + +
+
  " #   +   = 	  $ %          & '     

 (28) 
The nominal price of good j, for j= D, F, is given by cash-in-advance constraint 
(7) and assuming pooling equilibria as in (25), expression (28) becomes: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1 X 0.t|
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
j j j
t t t
Y N d Q
E s s
Y N Q

 µ µ

+ + +
+
  " #   +   = 	  $ %          & '     

 (29) 
Expression (29) requires the random variable described by: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1,
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
j j j
t t t
Y N d Q
s s
Y N Q

 µ µ

+ + +
+
 " #   + 
 	  $ %        & '    

 (30) 
to be uncorrelated with any variable contained in the information set tX . It should 
therefore be the case that: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1 0,
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
tj j j
t t t
Y N d Q
E s s z
Y N Q

 µ µ

+ + +
+
  	 " #   +    = 	  $ %          & '       

 (31) 
where tz is any subset of the information set tX that we are able to observe. 
Let { } 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12, , , , , , , , , , , , ,j j j j j j j j j j j j j jo(               = )* denote 
the vector of unknown parameters, for j= D, F, that are to be estimated, and let 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1, , , ( ) ( )j j j j j j jt t t t t t t t t tw Y Y N N d Q Q s sµ µ  + + + + + ++ +  denote the vector 
of variables that are observed by agents for date t+1. Hence, we can define the function 
( )1 0, jth w (+ given by: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s1 0 t+1 t
s=2 1
( , )  exp   - 1.
jj
j j j j
tj j t t t
t j j j
t t t
Y N d Qh w s s
Y N Q

(  µ µ

+ + +
+
+
 " #   + 
=  	  $ %           & '  

 (32) 
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We can interpret (32) ( )( )1 1 0, jt tu h w (+ += 9 as the disturbance vector in our 
econometric estimation, which should have finite second moments and, given (31), 
 ( )1 tX 0.|tE u + = (33) 
We can now define the criterion function f given by:  
 ( ) ( )1 0 1 0, , , ,j jt t t tf w z h w z( (+ += , (34) 
where zt10 is the q dimensional vector of variables with finite second moments that are 
in the agent’s information set; and f maps Rx Rqx R14 into Rq and, is the Kronecker 
product. Thus, an implication of (33)-(34) and their accompanying assumptions is that  
 ( )1 0, , 0jt tE f w z (+ 	 =   (35) 
Equation (35) represents a set of q population orthogonality conditions from 
which an estimator of 0
i( may be obtained, provided that q is at least as large as the 
number of unknown parameters. 
We proceed by constructing an objective function that depends only on available 
sample information and the unknown parameters. Let ( )1( ) , ,j jt tg E f w z (+ 	=   ,
where 14j( )* . Note that (35) implies that ( )jg has a zero at 0
j j( (= . Thus, the 
GMM estimator of ( )jg (
( ) ( )1
1
1 , , ,
T
j j
T t t
t
g f w z
T
( (+
=
= 
 (36) 
 
9 The utility function assumed in (23) is additively separable over time and additively separable in domestic 
and foreign goods. This assumption allows us to estimate seasonal taste parameters, factor discount and intertemporal 
elasticity of substitution parameters using single equation methods for each good. This can be seen by noting that in 
(32), ut+1 is a function only of the variables Yjt, Mjt and asset returns corresponding to country j (=D, F). 
10 The instruments are: a constant term, lagged production growth rates, lagged monetary aggregates 
growth rates, and lagged rates of return: 
( ) ( ){ }1 1 1 1 11, , , , , , , log , , logt t t t l t l t t l t l t l t t t l t lz Y Y Y Y M M M M Q Q Q Q  +    +    + = L L L .
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evaluated at 0
j j( (= , ( )0 jTg ( , should be close to zero for large values of T. Given 
this fact, it is reasonable to select the j( that makes ( )jTg ( “close” to zero. Therefore, 
a GMM estimator of 0
j( can be obtained by minimizing the quadratic form 
 ( ) ( )' ,j j jT T T TJ g W g( ( ( 	  	 	 =      (37) 
where WT is a q by q symmetric positive definite matrix that can depend on sample 
information. An important aspect of specifying a GMM problem is the choice of the 
weighting matrix. We use the optimal 1ˆTW
= - , where 1ˆ - is the estimated covariance 
matrix of the sample moments q .We use consistent Two-Stage least square estimates 
for the initial estimate of 0
j( in forming the estimate of - .11 
Estimation 
To estimate 0
j( , we use monthly seasonally unadjusted data from 1986:01 to 
1998:04 for five countries: Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP), the United Kingdom 
(UK), and the United States (US). Outputs are approximated by the corresponding 
monthly industrial production (IP), monetary aggregates by the corresponding M2, and 
asset returns are generated by taking a first difference on the natural logarithm of the 
equity price index. Appendix 1 describes the data and their stochastic properties.12 
Table 1 shows the GMM estimation of 0
j( . The seasonal taste coefficients  sj,
for s=1, 2, 3, …, 11, and j= GM, SP, JP, UK, US indicate how the model seasonally 
adjusts consumption levels in month s relative to December for the good produced in 
country j. December is chosen as a reference month ( 12 1
j = ). Seasonal taste parameters 
are statistically significant in several cases: January, February, July, August, October, 
November for GM; in the case of SP all the seasonal parameters are statistically 
 
11 We use Heteroskedasticity and an Autocorrelation Consistent Covariance Matrix of the sample moments. 
12 Hansen (1982) showed that sufficient conditions for the asymptotic properties of the GMM include strict 
stationarity of the data. Strict stationarity may be violated for some kinds of seasonal variation. However, consistency 
and asymptotic normality of the estimators and the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic can be demonstrated 
under weaker conditions. See Jagannathan (1983) and Lim (1985) for an analysis of the asymptotic properties of the 
GMM under seasonality and non-stationarity. Stationarity may also be violated under some models of growth rates of 
real outputs or monetary aggregates. In our empirical study, these growth rates are stationary.
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significant; January, February, March, May, August for JP; March, October and 
November for UK; and all the seasonal parameters are significant, except February, 
April and July, for US. The fact that seasonal preference shocks are significantly 
different from zero means that these shocks must be included in order to explain the 
joint behavior of consumption and asset returns. The point estimates are intuitively 
plausible. We would expect values of  sj>0 for months with a low level of income 
relative to December to avoid seasonal fluctuations in the marginal utility of expected 
returns from investment. For instance, Spanish IP13 exhibits evident signs of 
seasonality, with a low value in December (reference month) and a deep trough in 
August. For Spain all seasonal preference parameters are negative, except 8 0.344
SP = ,
corresponding to August, which is a month of low work hours due to holidays, and 
therefore low output.  
The estimates of j are similar to those found in other studies, ranging from 0.74 
to 2.42.14 In order to test the validity of overidentifying restrictions, Hansen’s (1982) J-
statistics are also displayed. The null hypothesis (overidentifying restrictions are 
satisfied) is not rejected at a 5% significance level in any case. 15 
13 In this paper, theoretical output is approximated by the corresponding monthly industrial production  
(IP) 
14 In their study of aggregate fluctuations, Kydland and Prescott (1982) found that they needed a value of 
between one and two to mimic the observed relative variability of consumption and investment. Altug (1983) 
estimates the parameter at near zero. Kehoe (1983), studying the response of small countries’ balance of trade to 
terms of trade shocks, obtains estimates near one. Hildreth and Knowles (1986), in their study of the behavior of 
farmers, also obtain estimates between one and two. Mehra and Prescott (1985) present evidence for restricting the 
value of relative risk aversion to a maximum of ten, though without specifying a concrete value. Eichenbaum et. al. 
(1984), Mankiw et al. (1985) and Hansen and Singleton (1982) report values of  between zero and one. Mankiw 
(1985) reports values of between 2 and 4. 
15 Note that preferences given by expressions (23) and (24) assume that seasonal taste coefficients vary 
across domestic and foreign goods. The risk aversion for each good is also different. So the finding of different  sj
and j for goods produced in different countries does not contradict the assumption of identical preferences. 
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Table 1: GMM estimation of utility function parameters (a) 
  1(c)(d)  2  3  4  5  6  7  8  9  10  11  J_Sta(e) (f) 
 sGM (b) 
0.130* 
(0.06) 
0.121**
(0.07) 
0.033 
(0.08) 
0.112 
(0.09) 
0.125 
(0.08) 
0.079 
(0.08) 
0.156**
(0.09) 
0.270* 
(0.12) 
0.066 
(0.09) 
-0.061*
(0.09) 
-0.022* 
(0.05) 
1.31* 
(0.18) 
29.52 
(0.10) 
 sSP
-0.115*
(0.03) 
-0.153* 
(0.05) 
-0.255* 
(0.06) 
-0.262* 
(0.08) 
-0.349* 
(0.10) 
-0.328* 
(0.09) 
-0.264*
(0.08) 
0.344* 
(0.06) 
-0.106**
(0.05) 
-0.133*
(0.05) 
-0.139* 
(0.04) 
0.74* 
(0.08) 
27.06 
(0.76) 
 sJP
0.139* 
(0.03) 
0.107* 
(0.05) 
-0.038* 
(0.03) 
0.090 
(0.03) 
0.154* 
(0.07) 
0.019 
(0.04) 
0.032 
(0.05) 
0.137* 
(0.05) 
0.012 
(0.05) 
0.003 
(0.04) 
-0.005 
(0.02) 
1.51* 
(0.41) 
18.45 
(0.68) 
 sUK 
0.047 
(0.05) 
0.012 
(0.06) 
-0.182* 
(0.06) 
-0.063 
(0.06) 
-0.112 
(0.08) 
-0.151 
(0.09) 
-0.003 
(0.07) 
0.096 
(0.06) 
-0.053 
(0.06) 
-0.118*
(0.05) 
-0.106* 
(0.03) 
1.22* 
(0.11) 
20.97 
(0.52) 
 sUS 
0.022* 
(0.004) 
0.001 
(0.004) 
-0.007* 
(0.003) 
-0.002 
(0.004) 
0.017* 
(0.005) 
-0.034* 
(0.004) 
0.001 
(0.005) 
-0.031* 
(0.004) 
-0.042* 
(0.003) 
-0.037*
(0.003)
-0.014* 
(0.001) 
2.42* 
(0.036)
25.83 
(0.81) 
Notes:   
(a) The instruments are: a constant term, lagged production growth rates, lagged monetary aggregates growth 
rates, and lagged rates of return. 
(b) Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP), United Kingdom (UK), United States (US) 
(c) Estimated standard errors in brackets 
(d) Statistical significance is indicated by a single asterisk (*) for the 5% level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 
10% level 
(e) J-statistic, for testing the validity of overidentifying restrictions. Under the null hypothesis, the 
overidentifying restrictions are satisfied, the J-statistic (i.e. the minimized value of the objective function) times 
the number of observations is asymptotically ^q2, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of overidentifying 
restrictions 
(f) P values represented in brackets. 
 
Figures 1-5, in Appendix 2, show the residual graphs, autocorrelation function 
(ACF) and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) associated with GMM equations. 
Residuals are white noise. 
 
B- Stochastic properties of theoretical and observed exchange rates  
 
We restrict our testing strategy to the model implications in the statistical 
properties of the exchange rate. Once the entire parameters vector 0
j( is estimated, 
using the corresponding IP, M2 and the returns on assets, we generate several 
theoretical monthly time series implied by expression (26), evaluated at the point 
estimates of the utility function parameters of Table 1: German mark (DEM/USD) 16,
Japanese yen (JPY/USD), Spanish peseta (ESP/USD), and British pound (GBP/USD) 
relative to the US dollar, as well as Japanese yen (JPY/DEM), Spanish peseta 
(ESP/DEM), and British pound (GBP/DEM) relative to the German mark. 
 
16 The currency is calculated as the value of the second country’s currency. For example, (GBP/USD) is 
the number of British pounds needed to purchase a US dollar; in this case the UK is the domestic country and the 
USA the foreign country. 
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Table 2 reports a variety of descriptive statistics of the theoretical exchange rate, 
(ThtExRa) and the observed exchange rate (ObsExRa) over the sample period 1990:01-
1998:04.17 Mean (M), standard deviation (Std) and the order of integration (d). The 
stochastic process of the ThtExRa time series is then analyzed and compared with the 
stochastic processes characterizing the ObsExRa. Table 2 shows time series analysis 
results; diagnostic checks are developed to detect model inadequacy. Descriptive 
statistic to test for serial correlation in the residuals from estimated models are reported: 
Ljung-Box Q-statistics at lag 12 (Q(12)). 
 
Table 2: Summary of ARIMA18 models fitted to the ThtExRa and the ObsExRa 
M Std. .d Q(12)  ARIMA MODELS(a) (b) 
Obs DEM/USD 1.6*100 1.2*10-1 . 9.7  Yt = 0.20 0t
S3/91 + Nt . Nt = at
(0.05) 
Tht DEM/USD 2.1*10-4 1.9*10-5 . 12.6  (1-0.16B+0.32B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10) 
Obs ESP/USD 1.2*102 1.6*10  . 0.9  Yt = (7.5 + 10.2 B) 0t
S9/92+ 12.7 0tI7/93 + Nt . Nt = at
(3.5)  (3.5)                 (2.5)  
Tht ESP/USD 6.8*10-4 8.1*10-5 . 18.4  (1+0.52B+0.15B
2 +0.23B4) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)       (0.10) 
Obs GBP/USD 6.1*10-1 4.6*10-2 . 6.6  Yt = (0.08 +0.08B) 0t
S1092 + Nt .Nt = at
(0.02)  (0.02) 
Tht GBP/USD 4.6*10-5 4.4*10-6 . 10.9  (1-0.37B+0.25B
2 +0.18B4) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10)       (0.10) 
Obs JPY/USD 1.2*102 1.7*10  . 22.4  Yt = -10.5 0t
S5/97 + Nt . Nt = at
(3.59) 
Tht JPY/USD 2.1*10-6 3.5*10-7 . 18.7  (1+0.35B) . Yt = at(0.09) 
Obs ESP/DEM 7.6*10  1.0*10  . 12.6  
Yt = 5.37 0tS9/92+ (6.26-  3.0  B+6.45B2) 0tS5/93+ 3.59 0tI3/95+ Nt
(0.83)          (0.83) (0.83) ( 0.83)            (0.58) 
 . Nt = at
Tht ESP/DEM 0.3*10  1.6*10-1 . 14.5  (1+0.64B+0.27B
2 +0.29B3) .Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)       (0.10) 
Obs GBP/DEM 3.8*10-1 4.0*10-2 . 6.55  (1+0.25B) . Yt = at(0.09) 
Tht GBP/DEM 2.2*10-1 6.6*10-3 . 10  (1-0.21B+0.41B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10) 
Obs JPY/DEM 7.4*10  0.9*10  . 8.5  . Yt = at
Tht JPY/DEM  9.7*10-3 1.0*10-3 . 17.3  (1+0.34B+0.22B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)     (0.10) 
Notes: 
(a) Estimated standard errors in brackets 
(b) { {1 1" " " "0 0; ;t T t TI T S Tt tt T t T0 0= = =1 <
17 Preference parameters were estimated with the whole sample; nonetheless, we analyze this shorter period 
in order to compare with Jimenez and Flores (2004) results.   
18 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Model  
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The stochastic processes for all currencies (observed and theoretical) are 
modeled in first differences. Outliers in ObsExRa are analyzed to conclude that the 
random walk process is a valid representation for six out of the seven analyzed cases. 
The first difference in the GBP/DEM time series behaves as a first order autoregressive 
process.  
ThtExRa is generated by expression (26) using seasonally unadjusted data (IP 
and M2); seasonality in these variables is controlled in the model. The time series 
analysis shows that autocorrelation of ThrExRa at the seasonal lag does not exist, as in 
the autocorrelation of ObsExRa. Figures 6-12 in Appendix 3 plot monthly data from 
1990:01 to 1998:04 for both theoretical and observed exchange rates. 19 
C.- Cointegration analysis 
 
The fourth column in Table 2 shows that ObsExRa and ThtExRa time series 
follow integrated processes of order 1 [I(1)]; given this result we can test for 
cointegration. We use the simplest procedure, sometimes called the Engle-Granger or 
EG test (Engle and Granger, 1987), which involves first using OLS to estimate the 
following cointegration regression: 
 0 1 ,
ExRa
t t tObsExRa ThtExRa u = + +  (38) 
and then using an ordinary Dickey Fuller test based on the regression: 
 ( )1 .ExRa ExRat t tu uµ 3 4. = +  + (39) 
 
19 Empirical results do not show any increased ability of the model to explain exchange rate volatility.  
Volatility of the simulated exchange rate series is orders of magnitude smaller that the volatility of the actual 
exchange rate series.  The analysis including non-traded goods or assuming market segmentation would increase the 
capacity of this model to replicate high volatility in exchange rates, but to obtain closed-form solutions for the 
exchange rate and make the model amenable to intuition and empirical research, we assume that prices are flexible 
and PPP holds at every point. The paper must be viewed as a first attempt to incorporate seasonal preferences into a 
flexible price equilibrium model of exchange rate. While it may not have resolved all the equilibrium model 
problems, the development of more generalized preference structure allow us to replicate some stochastic properties 
of the actual exchange rate for some currencies: (1) no seasonal fluctuation and (2) degree of integration equal to one. 
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Since serial correlation may be a problem, it is more common to use an 
Augmented Engle-Granger or AEG test, which is related to the EG test in the same way 
as the ADF test is related to the ordinary DF test. If utExRa is I(0), regression (38) implies 
that the variables ObsExRa and ThtExRa will be cointegrated with the cointegrating 
vector (1, -1).  
We also perform a cointegration test using the Trace (Tr_ST) and Maximun 
eigenvalue (MaxAu_ST) tests developed by Johansen (1991, 1992). Table 3 shows the 
results.  
Within this framework, cointegration means that the economic model replicates 
the long-run evolution of the actual exchange rate. Moreover, if the OLS estimate of 1
in (38) is positive, the economic model subsequently also replicates the appreciation or 
depreciation process in the observed time series.  
 
Table 3. Testing for cointegration between ObsExRa and ThtExRa.
AEG  Tr_ST(c)  MaxAu_ST  
ExRa 0(a) 1 5µ (b) Lag  H0: r=0 H0: r61 H0: r=0 H0: r61 Lag 
DEM/USD 0.2*10
 
(0.1*10) 
-1.5*103
(0.6*103) -2.54 1 7.60 0.74  6.87 0.74 2 
ESP/USD 17*10
2
(0.8*10) 
-9.3*104
(1.1*104) -2.32 5 7.62 1.25  6.36 1.25 1 
GBP/USD 2.0*10
-1 
(0.4*10-1)
6.6*103
(0.8*103) -3.26
** 0 15.66** 2.53  12.83** 2.53 1 
JPY/USD 8.4*10 (1.0*10) 
1.6*107
(0.5*107) -1.21 0 6.56 2.44  4.13 2.44 1 
ESP/DEM 2.0*10
2
(0.2*102)
-3.9*10 
(0.5*10) 
 -3.23** 10 29.35* 3.91  25.45* 3.90 1 
GBP/DEM 8.4*10
-1 
(1.2*10-1)
-0.2*10 
(0.6*10) 
 -1.79 0 8.41 1.80  6.62 1.80 2 
JPY/DEM 1.3*10 (0.6*10) 
6.3*103
(0.6*103) -2.80 1 9.59 1.70  7.89 1.70 2 
Notes: 
(a) Estimated standard errors in brackets 
(b) 5µ are computed in exactly the same way as the ordinary t statistic for 3-1=0 in regression (39). The lag length (Lag) of 
the lagged difference terms of the dependent variable on the right hand side of (39) is determined using the Akaike 
information criterion (AIC). Maximum number of lag = 12. Critical values for the AEG test are taken from Davidson and 
MacKinnon (1993). –3.90 (1%), -3.34 (5%), -3.04 (10%). Statistical significance is indicated by a single asterisk (*) for 
the 5% level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 10% level. 
(c) The system variables are (ObsExRa and ThtExRa). The lag value indicates the order of the vector error correction model 
(VECM) estimated for each currency, which is determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The asymptotic 
critical values (without a constant in the data generating process, although the cointegrating equations have intercepts) 
obtained from Osterwald-Lenum (1992) are presented in the following table, in which p is the number of system 
variables and h is the number of cointegration relations under the null hypothesis. Trz are the critical values for 
Johansen’s likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of h cointegration relations against the alternative of NO 
restrictions. Max are the critical values for Johansen’s likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of h cointegration 
relations against the alternative of h+1 relations. Statistical significance is indicated by a single asterisk (*) for the 5% 
level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 10% level. 
 
Asymptotic critical values 
 p-h 1 % 5% 10% 
1 11.57 8.08 6.69 Trz 2 21.96 17.84 15.58
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1 11.58 8.08 6.69 Max 2 18.78 14.59 12.78
Test results are mixed: 
1.- At the 10% critical value, the 5c statistic in Table 3 suggests that estimated 
residuals GBP/USD tuˆ are I(0). Johansen tests also provide evidence of cointegration among 
the ObsExRa and ThtExRa time series at the 10% critical value. Additionally, as 1 is 
positive for this currency in regression (38), the economic model also replicates the 
appreciation or depreciation observed in the actual time series. Figure 7 in Appendix 3 
shows the ObsExRa and ThtExRa time series. 
2.- The AEG and Johansen tests reported in Table 3 for the ESP/DEM exchange 
rate suggests, at the 10 % significance level, that observed and theoretical time series 
appear to be cointegrated, but 1ˆ 0 < ; i.e. the economic model forecasts an appreciation 
when real data shows depreciation. The ESP/DEM exchange rate shows outliers in 
10/92 and 5/93 due to the European Monetary System crisis. However, an intervention 
analysis reveals that cointegration tests were not distorted. 
3.- For the remaining currencies, the tests fail to reject the null hypothesis of no 
cointegration at the 10% significance level. In these cases, although the economic model 
is able to remove seasonality from the exchange rate, it is not able to replicate other 
important features related to long-run evolution. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Perhaps the most important characteristic of equilibrium models of the exchange 
rate is that they enable the discussion of evidence on the predictability of exchange rates 
from fundamental variables. Exchange rate equilibrium models illustrate how 
fundamental variables may affect the dynamics of the exchange rate. These models 
generate equilibrium pricing functions relating the exchange rate to real production, 
monetary aggregates and asset returns. However, no previous studies have explored the 
idea of developing a equilibrium model of exchange rate consistent with the data: 
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seasonality is inherent in the fundamental variables determining the theoretical 
exchange rate, but seasonality does not appear in the exchange rate. 
This paper generalizes standard dynamic equilibrium models by allowing for 
seasonal shocks in preferences. In contrast with prior studies, the theoretical model is 
tested directly with seasonal unadjusted data. We found that the model with seasonal 
shocks in preferences explains how agents smooth seasonal movements in fundamental 
variables when they make their decisions to invest. Our model is able to reproduce the 
stochastic process of the actual exchange rate for some currencies: (1) no seasonal 
fluctuation and (2) degree of integration equal to one. For instance, in the case of the 
GBP/USD rate, the model captures the long-term patterns and the depreciation found in 
the data.  
We view the result of this paper as providing a certain counterbalance to the 
bleak view in relation to the usefulness of the equilibrium model of exchange rate 
determination. We have focused on a simple, basic equilibrium exchange rate model, 
but we believe this to be a valuable contribution by setting a benchmark.
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Appendix 1.- The data  
 
Monthly seasonally unadjusted data from 1986:01 to 1998:04 are used for five 
countries: Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP) United Kingdom (UK), and United 
States (US). The monetary aggregate, M2, is taken from EcoWin. The Industrial 
Production (IP) is used as a proxy for income, and is compiled from the OCDE. The 
exchange rates of the German mark (DEM), Japanese yen (JPY), Spanish peseta (ESP), 
and British pound (GBP) relative to the US dollar are taken from the OCDE.  
Asset return data are generated by taking the first difference of the natural 
logarithm of the equity price index: DAX-XETRA (DAX) for GM, the General Index of 
the Madrid Stock Exchange (IGBM) is sufficiently representative of the Spanish stock 
exchange, the Nikkei-225 index (NIKKEI) is used for JP, the FT-100 (FT) for the UK, 
and Dow-Jones (DJ) for the US, (December 1994=100). Stock index data are taken 
from the Financial Times, London. Table 4 below reports time series analyses. Prior to 
the simulation, we start out by checking for the presence of extreme values. We 
performed intervention analysis (Box and Tiao, 1975). Time series analysis of the data 
indicates that these series do not display mean-reversion and hence they are a I(1) 
process. IP and M2 series show very regular seasonal patterns. The random walk 
process is consistent with the data generating process of the exchange rate and the stock 
index. All stock indexes show extreme values in the 1987 October crash. 
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Appendix 2: Diagnostic analysis of GMM estimation: residual graphs, ACF and 
PACF.
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Appendix 3: ObsExRa and ThtExRa 
Figure 6 
Obs DEM / USD (Left) & Tht DEM / USD (Right) 
Figure 7 
Obs GBP / USD (Left) & Tht GBP / USD (Right) 
 
Figure 8 
Obs ESP / USD (Left) & Tht ESP / USD (Right) 
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Figure 9 
Obs JPY / USD (Left) & Tht JPY / USD (Right) 
 
Figure 10 
Obs GBP / DEM (Left) & Tht GBP/ DEM (Right) 
 
Figure 11 
Obs ESP / DEM (Left) & Tht ESP / DEM (Right) 
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Figure 12 
Obs JPY / DEM (Left) & Tht JPY / DEM (Right) 
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seasonally adjusted consumption data. Equilibrium models have not worked well in 
explaining the actual exchange rate. However, the use of seasonally adjusted data might 
be responsible for the spurious rejection of the model. This paper presents a new 
equilibrium model for the exchange rates that incorporates seasonal preferences. The fit 
of the model to the data is evaluated for five industrialized countries using seasonally 
unadjusted data. Our findings indicate that a model with seasonal preferences can 
generate monthly time series of the exchange rate without seasonality even when the 
variables that theoretically determine the exchange rate show clear seasonal behaviours. 
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Most of the evidence on dynamic equilibrium exchange rate models is based on 
seasonally adjusted consumption data. Equilibrium models have not worked well in 
explaining the actual exchange rate. However, the use of seasonally adjusted data might 
be responsible for the spurious rejection of the model. This paper presents a new 
equilibrium model for the exchange rates that incorporates seasonal preferences. The fit 
of the model to the data is evaluated for five industrialized countries using seasonally 
unadjusted data. Our findings indicate that a model with seasonal preferences can 
generate monthly time series of the exchange rate without seasonality even when the 
variables that theoretically determine the exchange rate show clear seasonal behaviours. 
Further, the model can generate theoretical exchange rates with the same order of 
integration than actual exchange rates, and in some cases, with the same stochastic 
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1.- Introduction 
 
Equilibrium models state that the exchange rate is determined by macroeconomic 
fundamentals such as money supplies, prices, outputs, and interest rates. Several authors using 
different techniques have examined whether exchange rate can be forecast by these 
fundamentals: Kempa (2000) uses VAR methodology to identify the source of the real exchange 
rate volatility. Dravadakis (2005) uses a non-parametric cointegration setup; Moersch and Nautz 
(2001) and Tawadros (2001) estimate a structural monetary model of exchange rate; and 
MacDonald and Taylor (1991, 1994) and Moosa (1994) use linear cointegration techniques to 
test a reduced-form of the monetary model. Most of this empirical analysis on exchange rates 
has something in common, it is based on seasonally adjusted data. To our current knowledge, no 
previous studies have explored the idea of developing a model of exchange rate consistent with 
seasonality, a feature that is inherent in the fundamental variables determining the theoretical 
exchange rate, but absent of actual exchange rate time series. 
Econometricians, rather than explicitly investigating the underlying economic seasonal 
variation, typically remove its effects by using seasonally adjusted data. Wallis (1974) shows 
that seasonal adjustment may distort the relations between variables. The effect of seasonal 
adjustment on asset pricing evidence has received only limited attention in the literature. Miron 
(1986) extended the seminal work of Hansen and Singleton (1982) to incorporate seasonal 
“taste shocks”. Miron (1986) shows that when the seasonal fluctuations in consumption 
purchases are included in an analysis of the life cycle-permanent income model, there is no 
evidence in the aggregate data against the model. Ferson and Harvey (1992) examined 
consumption-based asset pricing models using seasonally unadjusted consumption data. They 
generalize the model of seasonality proposed by Miron (1986) studying models with 
“subsistence levels” in which the seasonal parameters are related to expected risk premium. 
They find that a model using not seasonally adjusted consumption data and nonseparable 
preferences with seasonal effects works better according to several criteria. 
This paper proposes a model that generalizes standard dynamic equilibrium models of 
exchange rates by allowing for taste shocks like in Miron (1986). The key result is that this 
model can account for why exchange rates do not display seasonality even though the 
fundamental variables that theoretically explain them vary seasonally. Agents are acting to 
prevent exchange rates from fluctuating seasonally. The idea is: investors know that 
fundamental variables present seasonal variations, but their welfare improve if they smooth 
them over the entire year, thus avoiding the creation of intertemporal distortions when making 
their decision to invest.  
An empirical estimation is then provided using seasonally unadjusted data for five 
major countries. First, we estimate the taste parameters of the agent preferences. For each 
exchange rate, then we generate theoretical time series. Stochastic properties of these time series 
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are consistent with observed behaviour of exchange rates, i.e. (i) no seasonal fluctuations, and 
(ii) a degree of integration equal to 1. Further, we wonder whether this model is able to generate 
exchange rates with the same long-run behaviour than their observed counterparts. We use 
cointegration analysis of the relationship between theoretical and observed exchange rates to ask 
this question. Here the presence of cointegration implies that the economic model can replicate 
the long-run evolution of the actual exchange rate, i.e. the theoretical exchange rate (or the 
current and expected futures values of observable economic fundamentals) contains useful 
information in forecasting the long-run behaviour of the observed exchange rate. Cointegration 
was found in some cases, but only in one case the cointegration vector presented the right sign, 
i.e. the model replicated the observed depreciation (appreciation) episodes only for the British 
pound / US dollarexchange rate.  
The paper is organized as follows. Section 2 presents a two-country, two-goods cash-in-
advance (CIA) model of the exchange rate that is a variation of the one developed in Grilli and 
Roubini (1992); in this section we describe a specific utility function with seasonal shocks. We 
evaluate our model in Section 3: First, we estimate the parameters applying the GMM estimator 
over stochastic Euler equations, second, we generate time series of the theoretical exchange rate 
for several currencies and third, we compare the stochastic properties of the theoretical and 
observed exchange rate. Concluding remarks appear in Section 4. Appendix 1 contains a 
description of the data. Appendix 2 shows the diagnostic analysis of GMM estimation. 
Appendix 3 presents time series data of observed and theoretical exchange rates. 
 
2.- The economy  
 
This section presents a CIA two-country economy that is subject to seasonal variation in 
preferences. A predecessor of this model is the work of Grilli and Roubini (1992), which 
analysed the open economy implications of models in which money is used both for 
transactions on goods markets and for transactions on asset markets. In this paper, however, in 
contrast to Grilli and Roubini, securities are traded instead of bonds and preferences with 
seasonal shocks are specified. First, we describe the economy and analyse the main implications 
of our model specifications for the equilibrium exchange rate. We then present the preferences, 
which are particularly important for the outcome of our analysis. Finally, the theoretical 
equilibrium exchange rate is obtained as an explicit function of fundamental variables and 
preference parameters.  
 
A.- The two-country exchange rate model 
 
There are two countries: Domestic (D) and Foreign (F). Each country has a firm that 
produces a perishable, traded, distinct good: YDt, YFt. Firms are assumed to be able to sell claims 
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of their future random outputs. Domestic (foreign) claims entitle the owner to a proportionate 
share in the future stream of dividends. 
There is one representative agent in each country. The representative agent from 
country i, for i= D, F, has preferences described by an infinite-horizon expected utility function 
given by: 
 ( ) ,,l t D Ft t il il
l t
U E  U c c       0 <  < 1 
=

=  	
 
 (1) 
where Et denotes the mathematical conditional expectation on information known at the 
beginning of period t,  is a constant discount factor. Function U is assumed to be bounded, 
continuously differentiable, increasing in both arguments, and strictly concave. jilc , for j=D, F,
is the good produced in country j that is consumed by a resident of country i. Note that 
preferences are assumed to be identical across countries. 
Residents of country i are allowed to own shares in production in either country as well 
as the currency. The pattern of trading is assumed to proceed in a similar way to Lucas (1990).1
The transaction technology is that of the cash-in-advance model, extended by the assumption 
that the representative agent faces two liquidity constraints: one on the purchase of goods and 
one on the purchase of assets. Domestic (foreign) goods may be bought only with domestic 
(foreign) currency. Agents are thus subject to the following cash-in-advance constraints. Let Njit 
be the amount of money of country j held by the representative agent of country i for 
transactions in the goods market at time t, and let jtP be the domestic and foreign currency 
prices for good j. Then we require:  
 , , ,D DDtit it i D FN cP = (2) 
 , , ,F FFtit it i D FN cP = (3) 
Constraint (2) pertains to the currency of the domestic country, whereas (3) pertains to 
the currency of the foreign country. We now analyse equilibrium price determination. 
Equilibrium conditions for the currency for transactions on the goods markets are: 
 , ,j j jt Dt FtN N N j D F= + =  (4) 
Substituting (2)-(3) at equality in (4) gives: 
 ( ) , , .j j j jt t Dt FtN P c c j D F= + =  (5) 
Equilibrium in the goods markets requires: 
 , , .j j jt Dt FtY c c j D F= + =  (6) 
 
1There is a three-member representative household, each of whom goes his own way during a period, the 
three regrouping at the end of a day to pool goods, assets, and information: the owner of the firm collects the 
production; a second member of the household takes an amount of the household’s initial cash balances and uses it to 
purchase goods from other households; and the third member carries out the remaining domestic and foreign currency 
cash balances on the securities and foreign exchange markets where domestic and foreign securities and currencies 
are sold and bought. 
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Substituting (6) in (5) gives the quantitative theory equations: 
 
/
/
D D D
t t t
F F F
t t t
P N Y
P N Y
=
=
(7) 
Therefore, the equilibrium prices of the two goods depend on domestic and foreign 
money supply.  
In addition, there are two types of equities in this economy: domestic and foreign. These 
equities are traded on the securities market at a price (in units of domestic (foreign) currency) 
QDt (QFt). During the securities trading session, the agent has access to the foreign exchange 
market and can choose holdings of domestic and foreign securities. He/She therefore faces the 
budget constraints given by: 
 [ - ] [ - ]    ,   , ,D FD F D FD Fit itit t it it t itt t i D FQ QN S N SM M  + = + =  (8) 
where St is the nominal spot exchange rate expressed as the domestic price for foreign currency, 
Mjit are i holdings of money j on date t, and jit is the number of equities of country j purchased 
at t by a resident of country i.
In each period, the firm from country j issues an amount of equities, the value of which 
has to be equal to its production. Thus:   
 ( ), ,= = D, F,j j j j jt t D t F t tP Y Q j + (9) 
At the beginning of period t+1, the ownership of equities entitles the owner to receive 
the dividend and to have the right to sell the equity at price Qjt+1. Dividends are random because 
they depend on production, which is assumed to be governed by an unspecified stochastic 
process. Therefore, the agent will begin t+1 with cash balances given by  
 1 1 1 ,
DD D DD
it t it itt i D FQdM  + + += + =  (10) 
 1 1 1 , ,
FF F FF
it t it itt i D FQdM  + + += + =  (11) 
where djt are dividends per equity of firm j (j=D, F). 
The domestic agent’s optimisation problem may now be represented as follows. The 
agent chooses stochastic processes for {NDDt, NFDt,  DDt,  FDt} t=0 to maximize (1) subject to 
the cash-in-advance constraints (2)-(3), the budget constraint (8) and the transition equations for 
state variables (10)-(11). The agent’s decision problem motivates the Bellman’s equation,  
( ) { } ( ) ( )( ){ }FD F DDt Dt t Dt+1 Dt+1N , N , ,V ,  =  Max  U N P , N P   +  V , MM M E MD F D FDt Dt Dt Dt D D F FDt t Dt t   (12) 
where V(MDDt, MFDt) is the value function describing the maximized value of Ut in (1). Since U
is concave and differentiable it follows that V is concave and differentiable.2
2 The attributes of the value function -existence, differentiability, and so on- are the subject of a 
vast technical literature. For main results and references, the interested reader should delve into Stockey 
and Lucas (1989). 
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First order conditions associated with the problem stated in (12) are used to characterize 
equilibrium behaviour, given that the value function exists and is increasing, differentiable and 
concave: 
 ( ) ( )( )
DN
1
t, = ,  = D
DD
D F D F D
Dt Dt Dt Dt tc
V M M U c c P 
 (13) 
 ( ) ( )( )
N
1
t t, = ,  =  SFF DD
D F D F F
Dt Dt Dt Dt tc
V M M U c c P 
 (14) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )D
MD
D DD
t t 11 1t t+1 , =   =  E V ,   + Q QdD
D
D F D F
Dt Dt t Dt DtV M M M M

 ++ +
 	
  
(15) 
 ( ) ( ) ( )
MD
F FF
t t t 11 1t t+1, = = E V ,   + ,Q QS dF F
D
D F D F
Dt Dt t Dt DtV M M M M

 ++ +
 	
  
(16) 
where t is the multiplier associated with the budget constraint.  
To transform these expressions into something more familiar we appeal to the envelope 
theorem. For an optimising agent, an increment to money on any date has the same effect on the 
lifetime utility regardless of the use to which the money is put, consumption or saving. An 
initial allocation in which, say, the marginal value of saving exceeds that of consumption can 
not be optimal. Agents could raise lifetime utility by reducing consumption a bit and saving 
more. The implication is that: 
 ( ) ( )( )
MD
1
1 1 1 1 1V ,  = ,DD D
D F D F D
Dt Dt Dt Dt tc
M M U c c P

+ + + + +
 (17) 
 ( ) ( )( )
MD
1
1 1 1 1 1V , = ,FF D
D F D F F
Dt Dt Dt Dt tc
M M U c c P

+ + + + +
 (18) 
Substituting (13) and (17) in (15), the domestic firm equity price is given by: 
 ( )( )
( )( )
( )
1
1 1 1
1 11
,
,
D
D
D
D
D F D
Dt Dt tc D D
t tD F D
Dt Dt tc
DQ Et t
U c c P
d Q
U c c P


+ + +
+ +=
 
 +  
 
(19) 
Symmetrically, substituting (14) and (18) in (16), the foreign firm equity price is given by: 
 ( )( )
( )( )
( )
1
1 1 1
1 11
,
,
F
D
F
D
D F F
Dt Dt tc F F
t tD F F
Dt Dt tc
F EQt t
U c c P
d Q
U c c P


+ + +
+ +
 
 = +  
 
(20) 
Finally, the solution for the equilibrium exchange rate is obtained from first order 
conditions (15)-(16), and envelope conditions (17)-(18): 
 
( )( ) ( ) ( )
( )( ) ( )( )
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
1 1
1 1 1 1 1
,
,
F
D
D
D
D F F F F F
t Dt Dt t t t tc
t
D F D D D D
t Dt Dt t t t tc
E U c c P d Q Q
S
E U c c P d Q Q
 
+ + + + +
 
+ + + + +
 	+  =
 	+  
(21) 
If we compare (21) with the expression for the exchange rate in a typical cash-in-
advance model, we notice that the crucial difference is represented by the ratio of returns from 
the investment on domestic and foreign equities. The intuition for the effect of this ratio on the 
equilibrium exchange rate is clear: part of the money supply is held for use in the asset market 
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and thus does not enter in the determination of the goods prices. In particular, since goods prices 
depend on the money used in goods transactions, an increase in the returns expected from the 
investment on foreign equities, will increase the foreign money held for asset transaction, 
dropping the foreign money available for good market transactions. Consequently, this tends to 
reduce the foreign equilibrium prices of goods and thus depreciate the exchange rate. 
To generate time series of theoretical exchange rate, it is necessary to characterize the 
agent preferences; in the next section, we present our assumption on these preferences. 
 
B- Seasonal shifts in preferences 
 
The issue of interest is that although the exchange rate is not seasonal, seasonal 
movements are a feature of many economic data series that theoretically determine the 
exchange rate, such as Gross Domestic Product (GDP), Industrial Product (IP), consumption, 
monetary aggregates, etc. The evidence suggests that optimising agents know that fundamental 
variables present seasonal variations and they smooth these when making an investment 
decision.  
The question is: How can our equilibrium model explain this fact? In our model, 
expression (21) describing the solution for the equilibrium exchange rate can be written as: 
 ( )
( )
1 1
t
1 1
= ,S
F F
t t t
D D
t t t
E m R
E m R
+ +
+ +
 (22) 
where ( )( ) 11 1 1 1, ,j
D
j D F j
t Dt Dt tc
m U c c P

+ + + += for j= D, F, is the marginal utility gained from ( )
1
1
j
tP

+
units of commodity cjDt+1 consumed at t+1, and Rjt+1=(djt+1+Qjt+1)(Qjt)-1 is the return on shares 
of country j.3 Therefore, the equilibrium exchange rate equalizes marginal utilities of currency 
across countries, when evaluated in a common currency.4
Since the exchange rate is not seasonal, we should not observe any seasonal variation on 
the marginal utility of the expected returns from the investment on shares. Note that mt+1is a 
function of consumption, and consumption usually possesses seasonality. Therefore, the 
seasonal pattern in consumption should be reflected in Rjt+1 (however, the seasonal variation on 
asset returns, Rjt+1 is minute compared with seasonal fluctuations in consumption) unless the 
 
3 The amount of commodity cjDt+1 that can be purchased with a unit of j currency at time t+1 is the inverse 
of its price (Pjt+1)-1. The utility from each one of these units of cjDt+1 is given by its marginal utility, 
( )1 1, .j
D
D F
Dt Dtc
U c c+ +  
4For instance, for the UK pound / US dollar exchange rate case: the marginal utility expected from the 
investment of one pound on UK shares is Et (mDt+1 RDt+1); the marginal utility expected from the investment of one 
pound on US shares is Et (mFt+1 RFt+1)/St, that is, the US dollar value of a pound (1/St) multiplied by the marginal 
utility expected from the investment on US shares. 
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8
agents remove seasonal fluctuations in consumption (for example, through function j
Dc
U ) to a 
level that can be exactly mirrored in the real returns of all assets. 
In our model, we conjecture that preferences that include seasonal shocks may 
counteract the seasonality in the fundamental variables. Therefore, we assume that the 
representative agents from both countries have identical preferences described by Miron, 
(1986)5:
( ) ( )( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1- 1-1 1, =   + ,1 - 1 -
D F
D F D F
it it it itD FU c s c s c s c s
 
 
 (23) 
where cjit(s) is the consumption service flow received in period t by the agent from country i for 
the consumption of the good produced in country j, in season s, and j is the intertemporal 
elasticity of substitution in consumption of the consumption service of the good produced in 
country j. Consumers transform the stock of the consumption good produced in country j, cjit,
into consumption services according to the following function: 
 
( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )j j j1 2
exp  , ,
 1 2 ...   
j j j
it t it
j
st t t t
c s c j D F
s

 µ µ µ  
= =
= + + +
 (24) 
where µt(s) is a dummy variable taking the value one when period t corresponds to season s, and 
zero otherwise, and -js is the seasonal preference in season s. These parameters indicate that the 
utility obtained from cjit varies according to the prevailing season s. cjit(s) may thus be thought 
as the “seasonally adjusted” consumption. 
 
C.- Characterizing the equilibrium exchange rate 
 
In order to describe an equilibrium solution of the model, we require a distribution of 
wealth. We have assumed that wealth of every kind is evenly divided between the residents of 
the two countries. Specifically, the residents of each country own half of the domestic and 
foreign endowments, the stocks of domestic and foreign money and domestic and foreign assets. 
Given this distribution of wealth, consumption is given by: 6 
5 We assume that the utility function is additively separable from the two consumption services and 
presents constant intertemporal substitution elasticity. Although this assumption is restrictive, it simplifies estimation 
considerably. Our analysis focuses on a simple basic utility function with seasonal shocks. We think this is valuable 
for setting a benchmark. Even so, the literature on equilibrium models of exchange rates includes heterogeneity of 
agents, multiple sectors, tax shocks, and modifications designed to reproduce features of exchange rates. Whether our 
findings are relevant for these cases is an open, quantitative issue that may be addressed using the procedures 
implemented in this paper.  
6 This solution is the perfectly pooled equilibrium of Lucas (1982). Cole and Obstfeld (1991) show that the 
efficient allocations of resources in an economy like the one considered in this paper is of the form: 
( ) ( )1 1 1 11 , 1 .D D D D F F F FDt t Ft t Dt t Ft tc Y c Y and c Y c Y   =  =  =  = 
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D D
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c Y i D F
c Y i D F
= =
= =
 (25) 
In addition, considering equilibrium prices given by (7) and the preferences defined 
above, (23)-(24), the equilibrium exchange rate given by expression (21) becomes:  
 
( ) ( ) ( )
( ) ( ) ( )
1-12 1- FF
t+1 t+1 1t+1
s=1
t 1-12 1-
t+1 t+1 1t+1
s=1
1 2  exp    NY
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F F
t S t
D DDD
t S t
E s R
E s R




 µ
 µ

+

+
   	       
   	       




(26) 
The intuition for this formula is straightforward: ( ) ( )
1-12 1
t+1 t+11 t+1
s=1
exp    ,N2 Y
j
jj j j j
t Sm s

  µ

+
  	
=   
  

 for 
j=D, F, is a function not only of money, goods endowments, but is also a function of the 
seasonal shifts in preferences. Evidence indicates that Yjt+1 and Njt+1 show seasonal patterns, 
however seasonal variation does not exist on Rjt+1 and St. The introduction of seasonal 
parameters, jS (for j = D, F and S = 1, 2, …, s) allows the model to smooth the marginal utility 
of the expected returns from the investment on shares in the face of systematic seasonal 
fluctuations in Yjt+1 and Njt+1.7
Now, we can consider the economic model to be an approximation to the stochastic 
processes generating the actual data. If the economic model is correctly specified, it could 
generate data with similar characteristics to those of the observed data. Expression (26) may be 
used to compute the exchange rate time series implied by this model and then compare it with 
real data. The next section describes the way to do this. 
 
3. Estimation of parameters and empirical evaluation of the seasonal model 
 
In this section, we evaluate our model analysing its capacity to generate time series of 
exchange rates with similar properties to observed exchange rates. We will use a procedure that 
consists of four steps:  
 
It is simple to see that when these consumption expressions are assumed, proportionality factors in the 
consumption rules cancel out, leading exactly to the same expression (26). That means that, so long as countries are 
following efficient consumption allocations, the exchange rate will be determined by the same variables. 
7 To gain some intuition, let us focus on one season in which Yjt+1 is relatively low (if 0j >1), then mjt+1 will 
be relatively high during this season, unless the seasonal parameter be relatively high to avoid seasonal fluctuations in 
the marginal utility of expected returns from investment. The taste shifts parameters indicate that the utility obtained 
from the consumption at time t varies according the prevailing season S and this explain that mjt+1 does not track 
seasonal patterns in Yjt+1 and Njt+1. Agents improve their welfare avoiding the creation of intertemporal distortions 
when making their decision to invest. 
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(1) First, we estimate the preference parameters of the model exploiting orthogonality 
conditions from our model using Hansen’s (1982) generalized method of moments (GMM). 
Theoretical variables are approximated by their observed counterparts. Outputs are 
approximated by monthly industrial production and monetary aggregates are approximated by 
M2. Asset returns are generated by taking a first difference on the natural logarithm of the 
equity price index. 
(2) We then use expression (26) to generate theoretical exchange rate time series. The 
preference parameters are evaluated at their point estimates and the theoretical variables Yt, Mt
and assets returns are approximated by their observed counterparts.  
(3) We analyse the stochastic properties of theoretical exchange rates using Box-Jenkins 
methodology (Box and Jenkins, 1970).  
(4) Finally, we study the presence of common trends between theoretical and observed 
exchange rates by using cointegration analysis.  
 
A. Details of the procedure for estimating preference parameters 
 
In this section, we briefly describe the estimation procedure. We focus on GMM 
estimation as implemented for dynamic rational expectations models by Hansen and Singleton 
(1982). The dynamic optimisation problem for an economic agent implies a set of stochastic 
Euler equations that must be satisfied in equilibrium. These Euler equations in turn imply a set 
of population orthogonality conditions that depend nonlinearly on variables observed by 
econometricians and on unknown parameters characterizing preferences. These conditions of 
orthogonality are used to construct a criterion function whose minimizer is the estimate of 
parameters. 
Though there are many different types of Euler equations for the model specified in the 
previous section, the parameters are estimated by exploiting expression (19), which may also be 
written as:  
 ( )( )
( )( )
( )( )
1
1, 1 , 1 1
1 1 t1
, ,
( ), ( )
X 1,
( ), ( )
|jD
j
D
D F j
D t D t tc j j j
t t tD F j
D t D t tc
U c s c s P
E d Q Q
U c s c s P


+ + +
+ +
 
 + =  
 
 (27) 
where tX is a vector representing all the information available to the agent up to and including 
date t.8
8 At date t, domestic and foreign agents know past and present stock prices and dividends, good prices, 
outputs, and money endowments: Xt={Qjt-l, djt-l, Pjt-l, Yjt-l, Mjt-l}l=0 for j=D, F. All investors observe the same signals 
and thus share information set. To understand what this information set entails consider an economy that exists over 
time periods t=1, 2, … Let Xt denote the information set available to agents at date t. Let ht={NDDt, NFDt,  DDt,
 FDt}t=0   denote a possible choice vector for an agent in period t. Let X denote the collection of all possible agent 
information sets, and let H denote the collection of all possible choice vectors. Then a sequence (h1, h2, …) of agent 
choice vectors is said to be chosen in accordance with a policy rule if there exists some well-defined function g: X 
H mapping information sets into choice vectors such that: ht=g(Xt), t=1, 2, … . The solution to the domestic agent’s 
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Estimation using (27) requires the function U to be explicitly parameterised. Therefore, 
when (23) is substituted in (27): 
( ) ( )
1-12
, 1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 , 1
exp   - 1 X 0.t|
jj
j j j j
D t t t tj
j j j
D t t t
c P d Q
E s s
c P Q

 µ µ

+ + +
+
  ! "   +   = 	  # $          % &     

 (28) 
The nominal price of good j, for j= D, F, is given by cash-in-advance constraint (7) and 
assuming pooling equilibria as in (25), expression (28) becomes: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1 X 0.t|
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
j j j
t t t
Y N d Q
E s s
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 µ µ

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+
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 (29) 
Expression (29) requires the random variable described by: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1,
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
j j j
t t t
Y N d Qs s
Y N Q
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+
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 (30) 
to be uncorrelated with any variable contained in the information set tX . It should therefore be 
the case that: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s t+1 t
s=2 1
exp   - 1 0,
jj
j j j j
t t t tj
tj j j
t t t
Y N d Q
E s s z
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 (31) 
where tz is any subset of the information set tX that we are able to observe. 
Let { } 141 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11 12, , , , , , , , , , , , ,j j j j j j j j j j j j j jo'              = () denote the vector 
of unknown parameters, for j= D, F, that are to be estimated, and let 
( ) ( ) ( )( ) ( )( )1 1 11 1 1 1 1 1, , , ( ) ( )j j j j j j jt t t t t t t t t tw Y Y N N d Q Q s sµ µ  + + + + + +* +  denote the vector of 
variables that are observed by agents for date t+1. Hence, we can define the function 
( )1 0, jth w '+ given by: 
( ) ( )
1-12
1 1 1
s1 0 t+1 t
s=2 1
( , )  exp   - 1.
jj
j j j j
tj j t t t
t j j j
t t t
Y N d Qh w s s
Y N Q

'  µ µ

+ + +
+
+
 ! "   + 
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 (32) 
We can interpret (32) ( )( )1 1 0, jt tu h w '+ += 9 as the disturbance vector in our econometric 
estimation, which should have finite second moments and, given (31), 
 
optimization problem is a feasible policy rule g*: X H that determines how a particular policy vector ht should be 
chosen from X on each period t  1 given the dynamic state equations (10)-(11) that reveal how a choice of ht in 
period t affects all current an future states of the economy.  
9 The utility function assumed in (23) is additively separable over time and additively separable in domestic 
and foreign goods. This assumption allows us to estimate seasonal taste parameters, factor discount and intertemporal 
elasticity of substitution parameters using single equation methods for each good. This can be seen by noting that in 
(32), ut+1 is a function only of the variables Yjt, Mjt and asset returns corresponding to country j (=D, F). 
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( )1 tX 0.|tE u + = (33) 
We can now define the criterion function f given by:  
 ( ) ( )1 0 1 0, , , ,j jt t t tf w z h w z' '+ += + (34) 
where zt is the q dimensional vector of variables with finite second moments that are in the 
agent’s information set; and f maps Rx Rqx R14 into Rq and+ is the Kronecker product. Thus, an 
implication of (33)-(34) and their accompanying assumptions is that  
 ( )1 0, , 0.jt tE f w z '+ 	 =   (35) 
Equation (35) represents a set of q population orthogonality conditions from which an 
estimator of 0
i' may be obtained, provided that q is at least as large as the number of unknown 
parameters. 
We proceed by constructing an objective function that depends only on available 
sample information and the unknown parameters. Let ( )1( ) , ,j jt tg E f w z' '+ 	=   , where 
14j' () . Note that (35) implies that ( )jg ' has a zero at 0
j j' '= . Thus, the GMM estimator 
of ( )jg '
( ) ( )1
1
1 , , ,
T
j j
T t t
t
g f w z
T
' '+
=
= 
 (36) 
evaluated at 0
j j' '= , ( )0 jTg ' , should be close to zero for large values of T. Given this fact, it 
is reasonable to select the j' that makes ( )jTg ' “close” to zero. Therefore, a GMM estimator 
of 0
j' can be obtained by minimizing the quadratic form 
 ( ) ( )' ,j j jT T T TJ g W g' ' ' 	  	 	 =      (37) 
where WT is a q by q symmetric positive definite matrix that can depend on sample information. 
An important aspect of specifying a GMM problem is the choice of the weighting matrix. We 
use the optimal 1ˆTW
= , , where 1ˆ , is the estimated covariance matrix of the sample moments 
q .We use consistent Two-Stage least square estimates for the initial estimate of 0
j' in forming 
the estimate of , .10 
Estimation 
To estimate 0
j' , we use monthly seasonally unadjusted data from 1986:01 to 1998:04 
for five countries: Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP), the United Kingdom (UK), and the 
United States (US). Outputs are approximated by the corresponding monthly industrial 
production (IP), monetary aggregates by the corresponding M2, and asset returns are generated 
 
10 We use Heteroskedasticity and an Autocorrelation Consistent Covariance Matrix of the sample moments. 
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by taking a first difference on the natural logarithm of the equity price index. Appendix 1 
describes the data and their stochastic properties.11 
Table 1 shows the GMM estimation of Dj0. The seasonal taste coefficients sj, for s=1, 
2, 3, …, 11, and j= GM, SP, JP, UK, US indicate how the model seasonally adjusts consumption 
levels in month s relative to December for the good produced in country j. December is chosen 
as a reference month (-j12 = 1). Seasonal taste parameters are statistically significant in several 
cases: January, February, July, August, October, November for GM; in the case of SP all the 
seasonal parameters are statistically significant; January, February, March, May, August for JP; 
March, October and November for UK; and all the seasonal parameters are significant, except 
February, April and July, for US. The fact that seasonal preference shocks are significantly 
different from zero means that these shocks must be included in order to explain the joint 
behaviour of consumption and asset returns. The point estimates are intuitively plausible. We 
would expect values of sj>0 for months with a low level of income relative to December to 
avoid seasonal fluctuations in the marginal utility of expected returns from investment. For 
instance, Spanish IP exhibits evident signs of seasonality, with a low value in December 
(reference month) and a deep trough in August. For Spain all seasonal preference parameters are 
negative, except 8SP=0.344, corresponding to August, which is a month of low working hours, 
due to holidays, and therefore low output.  
The estimates of j are similar to those found in other studies, ranging from 0.74 to 
2.42.12 In order to test the validity of overidentifying restrictions, Hansen’s (1982) J-statistics 
are also displayed. The null hypothesis (overidentifying restrictions are satisfied) is not rejected 
at a 5% significance level in any case. 13 
(Insert Table 1) 
 
Figures 1-5, in Appendix 2, show the residual graphs, autocorrelation function (ACF) 
and partial autocorrelation function (PACF) associated with GMM equations. Residuals are 
white noise. 
 
11 Hansen (1982) showed that sufficient conditions for the asymptotic properties of the GMM include strict 
stationarity of the data. Strict stationarity may be violated for some kinds of seasonal variation. However, consistency 
and asymptotic normality of the estimators and the asymptotic distribution of the test statistic can be demonstrated 
under weaker conditions. See Jagannathan (1983) and Lim (1985) for an analysis of the asymptotic properties of the 
GMM under seasonality and non-stationarity. Stationarity may also be violated under some models of growth rates of 
real outputs or monetary aggregates. In our empirical study, these growth rates are stationary.
12 Kydland and Prescott (1982) found that they needed a value of between one and two to mimic the 
observed relative variability of consumption and investment. Kehoe (1983), studying the response of small countries’ 
balance of trade to terms of trade shocks, obtains estimates near one. Mehra and Prescott (1985) present evidence for 
restricting the value of relative risk aversion to a maximum of ten. Hansen and Singleton (1982) report values of 
between zero and one. Mankiw (1985) reports values of between 2 and 4. 
13 Note that preferences given by expressions (23) and (24) assume that seasonal taste coefficients vary 
across domestic and foreign goods. Risk aversion for each good is also different. So the finding of different sj and j
for goods produced in different countries does not contradict the assumption of identical preferences. 
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B- Theoretical and observed exchange rates: Stochastic properties and 
cointegration analysis 
 
We restrict our testing strategy to the model implications in the statistical properties of 
the exchange rate. Once the entire parameters vector 0
j' is estimated, using the corresponding 
IP, M2 and the returns on assets, we generate several theoretical monthly time series implied by 
expression (26), evaluated at the point estimates of the utility function parameters of Table 1: 
German mark (DEM/USD) 14, Japanese yen (JPY/USD), Spanish peseta (ESP/USD), and British 
pound (GBP/USD) relative to the US dollar, as well as Japanese yen (JPY/DEM), Spanish 
peseta (ESP/DEM), and British pound (GBP/DEM) relative to the German mark. 
Table 2 reports a variety of descriptive statistics of the theoretical exchange rate, 
(ThtExRa) and the observed exchange rate (ObsExRa) over the sample period 1990:01-
1998:04.15 Mean (M), standard deviation (Std) and the order of integration (d). The stochastic 
process of the ThtExRa time series is then analyzed and compared with the stochastic process 
characterizing the ObsExRa. Table 2 shows time series analysis results; diagnostic checks are 
developed to detect model inadequacy. Descriptive statistics to test for serial correlation in the 
residuals from estimated models are reported: Ljung-Box Q-statistics at lag 12 (Q(12)). 
 
(Insert Table 2) 
 
The stochastic processes for all currencies (observed and theoretical) are modeled in 
first differences. Outliers in ObsExRa are analyzed to conclude that the random walk process is 
a valid representation for six out of the seven analyzed cases. The first difference in the 
GBP/DEM time series behaves as a first order autoregressive process.  
Figures 6-12 in Appendix 3 plot monthly data for both theoretical and observed 
exchange rates, from 1990:01 to 1998:04. 
14 The currency is calculated as the value of the second country’s currency. For example, (GBP/USD) is 
the number of British pounds needed to purchase a US dollar; in this case, the UK is the domestic country and the 
USA the foreign country. 
15 Equation (35), E[f(wt+1, zt, Dj0)]=0, represents a set of population orthogonality conditions from which an 
estimator of the preference parameters (Dj0) may be obtained. Following Hansen and Singleton (1982), we use as 
instrumental variables (zt) p lags of the variables included in wt+1 * (Yjt+1(Yjt)-1, Njt+1(Njt)-1, (djt+1+ Qjt+1) (Qjt)-1,
(µt+1(s)- µt(s))). Therefore, parameter estimation is based only on T-p observations. Because of the seasonal 
component of some of these variables – e.g., production growth rates, monetary aggregates growth rates-, long length 
(up to 48 months) of lagged values of wt+1 are needed. In order to show a homogeneous sample analysis, the 
theoretical exchange rate simulation is started at date 1990:01.  
16 Empirical results do not show any increased ability of the model to explain exchange rate volatility. 
Volatility of the simulated exchange rate series is an order of magnitude smaller that the volatility of the actual 
exchange rate series. The analysis including non-traded goods or assuming market segmentation would increase the 
capacity of this model to replicate high volatility in the exchange rates, but to obtain closed-form solutions for the 
exchange rate and make the model amenable to intuition and empirical research, we assume that prices are flexible 
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ThtExra is generated by expression (26) using seasonally unadjusted data (IP and M2). 
The time series analysis shows that autocorrelation of ThtExRa at the seasonal lags does not 
exist. Also, the forth column in Table 2 shows that ThtExRa time series follow integrated 
processes of order 1 [I(1)]. Absence of seasonality and order of integration are two important 
features that ThtExRa and ObsExRa share, i.e. the theoretical model has successfully 
reproduced these two characteristics. 
Now, we investigate whether observed and theoretical exchange rates share the same 
stochastic trend or long-run behaviour. Note that neither the parameter estimation procedure nor 
expression (26) that is used to generate the theoretical exchange rate take into account the 
observed exchange rates, therefore ObsExRa and ThtExRa might show very different long-run 
behaviours. 
We perform a cointegration analysis between all pairs ThtExRa and ObsExRa time 
series. We use both the Augmented Engle and Granger (1987) procedure (AEG) and the more 
powerful Trace (Tr-ST) and Maximun eigenvalue (MaxAu-ST) tests developed by Johansen 
(1991,1992).  
The existence of cointegration b tween theoretical and observed exchange rates implies 
that the economic model can replicate the long-run evolution of the actual exchange rate, i.e. it 
gives support to the hypothesis that exchange rates are determined (at least in the long-run) by 
current and expected futures values of economic fundamentals. If ObsExRat and ThtExRat, are 
cointegrated then the cointegration relationship LtM ObsExRat - ThtExRat is stationary with 
cointegrating vector (1, -). Further, a positive value for  indicates that the economic model is 
able to replicate the appreciation or depreciation processes present in the observed exchange 
rate. Table 3 shows the results.  
 
(Insert Table 3) 
 
Test results support the model in the case of the GBP/USD exchange rate but do not 
support it for the remaining currencies: 17 
and PPP holds at every point. The paper must be viewed as a first attempt to incorporate seasonal preferences into a 
flexible price equilibrium model of exchange rate. While it may not have resolved all the equilibrium model 
problems, the development of more generalized preference structure allow us to replicate some stochastic properties 
of the actual exchange rate for some currencies: (1) no seasonal fluctuation and (2) degree of integration equal to one. 
17 Both Engle and Granger and Johansen cointegration tests reject the null of no-cointegration between 
theoretical and observed variables for the same pair of exchange rates: GDP/USD and ESP/DEM. Later evidence is 
provided when error-correction models (ECM) are estimated for these two pairs of exchange rates. Augmented 
Dickey Fuller t ratio test and Zt test suggested in Phillips (1987) (see Phillips and Ouliaris, 1990) failed to reject the 
null of no-cointegration for both pair of estimated cointegration vectors. The Lagrange multiplier statistic for first-
order serial correlation in residuals of the ECM shows that they do not suffer from serial correlation and the Lagrange 
multiplier statistic for first order autorregresive heteroskedasticity suggests that there is not evidence of 
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1.- At the 10% critical value, the AEG test in Table 3 suggests that estimated 
cointegration relationship for the GBP/USD exchange rate is I(0). Johansen tests also provide 
evidence of cointegration at the 10% critical value. Additionally, as ˆ is positive for this 
currency, the economic model also replicates the appreciation (or depreciation) observed in the 
actual time series. Figure 7 in Appendix 3 shows the ObsExRa and ThtExRa time series. 
2.- The AEG and Johansen tests reported in Table 3 for the ESP/DEM exchange rate 
suggests, at the 10 % significance level, that observed and theoretical time series appear to be 
cointegrated, but with ˆ 0 < ; i.e. the economic model forecasts an appreciation when actual 
data shows depreciation and vice versa. 
3.- For the remaining currencies, the tests reject cointegration at the 10% significance 
level. In these cases, although the economic model is able to replicate the absence of seasonality 
and order of integration in ObsExRa, it is not able to replicate its long-run behaviour. 
 
4. Conclusions 
 
Perhaps the most important characteristic of equilibrium models of the exchange rate is 
that they enable the discussion of evidence on the predictability of exchange rates from 
fundamental variables. Exchange rate equilibrium models illustrate how fundamental variables 
may affect the dynamics of the exchange rate. These models generate equilibrium pricing 
functions relating the exchange rate to real production, monetary aggregates an d asset returns. 
However, no previous studies have explored the idea of developing an equilibrium model of 
exchange rate consistent with the fact that while seasonality is inherent to the fundamental 
variables determining the exchange rate, it does not appear in the observed exchange rate. 
This paper proposes a model that generalizes standard dynamic equilibrium models by 
allowing for seasonal shocks in preferences. In contrast with prior studies, the theoretical model 
is tested directly with seasonal unadjusted data. We found that the model with seasonal shocks 
in preferences explains how agents smooth seasonal movements in fundamental variables when 
they make their decisions to invest. Our model, for some currencies, is able to reproduce two 
important features of the stochastic process generating the actual exchange rate: (1) the absence 
of seasonal fluctuations and (2) the degree of integration equal to one. Further, in the case of the 
GBP/USD rate, the model also captures the long-term patterns as well as the appreciation and 
depreciation episodes found in the data.  
The results in this paper provide a certain counterbalance to the bleak view in relation to 
the usefulness of equilibrium models of exchange rate determination. We have focused on a 
 
autorregresive conditional heteroskedasticity. Normality of residuals is tested by the Jarque-Bera statistic. We only 
found deviations from normality in the residuals of the ECM associated with the observed ESP/DEM exchange rate. 
This long-tailed distribution is explained by two outliers detected in 10/92 and 5/93 due to the European Monetary 
System crisis. However, an intervention analysis reveals that cointegration tests were not distorted 
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simple, basic equilibrium exchange rate model, but we believe this to be a modest contribution 
by setting a benchmark. 
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Tables 
Table 1: GMM estimation of utility function parameters (a) 
 1(c)(d) 2 3 4 5 6 7 8 9 10 11  J_Sta(e) (f) 
sGM (b) 
0.130* 
(0.06) 
0.121**
(0.07) 
0.033 
(0.08) 
0.112 
(0.09) 
0.125 
(0.08) 
0.079 
(0.08) 
0.156**
(0.09) 
0.270* 
(0.12) 
0.066 
(0.09) 
-0.061*
(0.09) 
-0.022* 
(0.05) 
1.31* 
(0.18) 
29.52 
(0.10) 
sSP 
-0.115*
(0.03) 
-0.153* 
(0.05) 
-0.255* 
(0.06) 
-0.262* 
(0.08) 
-0.349* 
(0.10) 
-0.328* 
(0.09) 
-0.264*
(0.08) 
0.344* 
(0.06) 
-0.106**
(0.05) 
-0.133*
(0.05) 
-0.139* 
(0.04) 
0.74* 
(0.08) 
27.06 
(0.76) 
sJP 
0.139* 
(0.03) 
0.107* 
(0.05) 
-0.038* 
(0.03) 
0.090 
(0.03) 
0.154* 
(0.07) 
0.019 
(0.04) 
0.032 
(0.05) 
0.137* 
(0.05) 
0.012 
(0.05) 
0.003 
(0.04) 
-0.005 
(0.02) 
1.51* 
(0.41) 
18.45 
(0.68) 
sUK 
0.047 
(0.05) 
0.012 
(0.06) 
-0.182* 
(0.06) 
-0.063 
(0.06) 
-0.112 
(0.08) 
-0.151 
(0.09) 
-0.003 
(0.07) 
0.096 
(0.06) 
-0.053 
(0.06) 
-0.118*
(0.05) 
-0.106* 
(0.03) 
1.22* 
(0.11) 
20.97 
(0.52) 
sUS 
0.022* 
(0.004) 
0.001 
(0.004) 
-0.007* 
(0.003) 
-0.002 
(0.004) 
0.017* 
(0.005) 
-0.034* 
(0.004) 
0.001 
(0.005) 
-0.031* 
(0.004) 
-0.042* 
(0.003) 
-0.037*
(0.003)
-0.014* 
(0.001) 
2.42* 
(0.036)
25.83 
(0.81) 
Notes:   
(a) The instruments are: a constant term, lagged production growth rates, lagged monetary aggregates growth rates, and 
lagged rates of return. 
(b) Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP), United Kingdom (UK), United States (US) 
(c) Estimated standard errors in brackets 
(d) Statistical significance is indicated by a single asterisk (*) for the 5% level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 10% level 
(e) J-statistic, for testing the validity of overidentifying restrictions. Under the null hypothesis, the overidentifying 
restrictions are satisfied, the J-statistic (i.e. the minimized value of the objective function) times the number of 
observations is asymptotically _q2, with degrees of freedom equal to the number of overidentifying restrictions 
(f) P values represented in brackets. 
 
Table 2: Summary of ARIMA18 models fitted to the ThtExRa and the ObsExRa 
M Std. .d Q(12)  ARIMA MODELS(a) (b) 
Obs DEM/USD 1.6*100 1.2*10-1 . 9.7  Yt = 0.20 0t
S3/91 + Nt . Nt = at
(0.05) 
Tht DEM/USD 2.1*10-4 1.9*10-5 . 12.6  (1-0.16B+0.32B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10) 
Obs ESP/USD 1.2*102 1.6*10  . 0.9  Yt = (7.5 + 10.2 B) 0t
S9/92+ 12.7 0tI7/93 + Nt . Nt = at
(3.5)  (3.5)                 (2.5)  
Tht ESP/USD 6.8*10-4 8.1*10-5 . 18.4  (1+0.52B+0.15B
2 +0.23B4) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)       (0.10) 
Obs GBP/USD 6.1*10-1 4.6*10-2 . 6.6  Yt = (0.08 +0.08B) 0t
S1092 + Nt .Nt = at
(0.02)  (0.02) 
Tht GBP/USD 4.6*10-5 4.4*10-6 . 10.9  (1-0.37B+0.25B
2 +0.18B4) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10)       (0.10) 
Obs JPY/USD 1.2*102 1.7*10  . 22.4  Yt = -10.5 0t
S5/97 + Nt . Nt = at
(3.59) 
Tht JPY/USD 2.1*10-6 3.5*10-7 . 18.7  (1+0.35B) . Yt = at(0.09) 
Obs ESP/DEM 7.6*10  1.0*10  . 12.6  
Yt = 5.37 0tS9/92+ (6.26-  3.0  B+6.45B2) 0tS5/93+ 3.59 0tI3/95+ Nt
(0.83)          (0.83) (0.83) ( 0.83)            (0.58) 
 . Nt = at
Tht ESP/DEM 0.3*10  1.6*10-1 . 14.5  (1+0.64B+0.27B
2 +0.29B3) .Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)       (0.10) 
Obs GBP/DEM 3.8*10-1 4.0*10-2 . 6.55  (1+0.25B) . Yt = at(0.09) 
Tht GBP/DEM 2.2*10-1 6.6*10-3 . 10  (1-0.21B+0.41B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.10) 
Obs JPY/DEM 7.4*10  0.9*10  . 8.5  . Yt = at
Tht JPY/DEM  9.7*10-3 1.0*10-3 . 17.3  (1+0.34B+0.22B
2) . Yt = at
(0.10)  (0.11)     (0.10) 
Notes: 
(a) Estimated standard errors in brackets 
(b) { {1 1" " " "0 0; ;t T t TI T S Tt tt T t T0 0= = =1 <
18 Autoregressive Integrated Moving Average (ARIMA) Model  
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Table 3. Testing for cointegration between ObsExRa and ThtExRa.
AEG  Tr_ST(c)  MaxAu_ST  
ExRa 0(a) (b) 1 2µ Lag  H0: r=0 H0: r31 H0: r=0 H0: r31 Lag 
DEM/USD 0.2*10
 
(0.1*10) 
-1.5*103
(0.6*103) -2.54 1 7.60 0.74  6.87 0.74 2 
ESP/USD 17*10
2
(0.8*10) 
-9.3*104
(1.1*104) -2.32 5 7.62 1.25  6.36 1.25 1 
GBP/USD 2.0*10
-1
(0.4*10-1)
6.6*103
(0.8*103) -3.26
** 0 15.66** 2.53  12.83** 2.53 1 
JPY/USD 8.4*10 (1.0*10) 
1.6*107
(0.5*107) -1.21 0 6.56 2.44  4.13 2.44 1 
ESP/DEM 2.0*10
2
(0.2*102)
-3.9*10 
(0.5*10) 
 -3.23** 10 29.35* 3.91  25.45* 3.90 1 
GBP/DEM 8.4*10
-1 
(1.2*10-1)
-0.2*10 
(0.6*10) 
 -1.79 0 8.41 1.80  6.62 1.80 2 
JPY/DEM 1.3*10 (0.6*10) 
6.3*103
(0.6*103) -2.80 1 9.59 1.70  7.89 1.70 2 
Notes: 
(a) The AEG test is related to the Engle-Granger (EG) test (Engle and Granger, 1987), in the same way as the ADF test is 
related to the ordinary DF. The EG test involves first using OLS to estimate the following cointegration regression: 
 
0 1 ,
ExRa
t t tObsExRa ThtExRa u = + +  (38) 
and then using an ordinary Dickey Fuller test based on the regression: 
 ( )1 .ExRa ExRat t tu uµ 4 5. = +  + (39) 
Since serial correlation may be a problem, AEG test uses the ADF test instead of the DF test testing for unit roots on 
utExRa. If utExRa is I(0), regression (38) implies that the variables ObsExRa and ThtExRa will be cointegrated with the 
cointegrating vector (1, -1). 2µ is computed in exactly the same way as the ordinary t statistic for 4-1=0 in regression 
(39). The lag length (Lag) of the lagged difference terms of the dependent variable on the right hand side of (39) is 
determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). Maximum number of lag = 12. Critical values for the AEG test 
are taken from Davidson and MacKinnon (1993). –3.90 (1%), -3.34 (5%), -3.04 (10%). Statistical significance is 
indicated by a single asterisk (*) for the 5% level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 10% level. 
(b) Estimated standard errors in brackets. 
(c) The system variables are (ObsExRa and ThtExRa). The lag value indicates the order of the vector error correction model 
(VECM) estimated for each currency, which is determined using the Akaike information criterion (AIC). The asymptotic 
critical values (without a constant in the data generating process, although the cointegrating equations have intercepts) 
obtained from Osterwald-Lenum (1992) are presented in the following table, in which p is the number of system 
variables and h is the number of cointegration relations under the null hypothesis. Trz are the critical values for 
Johansen’s likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of h cointegration relations against the alternative of NO 
restrictions. Max are the critical values for Johansen’s likelihood ratio test of the null hypothesis of h cointegration 
relations against the alternative of h+1 relations. Statistical significance is indicated by a single asterisk (*) for the 5% 
level, and a double asterisk (**) for the 10% level. 
 
Asymptotic critical values 
 p-h 1 % 5% 10% 
1 11.57 8.08 6.69 Trz 2 21.96 17.84 15.58
1 11.58 8.08 6.69 Max 2 18.78 14.59 12.78
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Appendix 1.- The data  
 
Monthly seasonally unadjusted data from 1986:01 to 1998:04 are used for five 
countries: Germany (GM), Spain (SP), Japan (JP) United Kingdom (UK), and United States 
(US). The monetary aggregate, M2, is taken from EcoWin. The Industrial Production (IP) is 
used as a proxy for income, and is compiled from the OECD. The exchange rates of the German 
mark (DEM), Japanese yen (JPY), Spanish peseta (ESP), and British pound (GBP) relative to 
the US dollar are taken from the OECD.  
Asset return data are generated by taking the first difference of the natural logarithm of 
the equity price index: DAX-XETRA (DAX) for GM, the General Index of the Madrid Stock 
Exchange (IGBM) is sufficiently representative of the Spanish stock exchange, the Nikkei-225 
index (NIKKEI) is used for JP, the FT-100 (FT) for the UK, and Dow-Jones (DJ) for the US, 
(December 1994=100). Stock index data are taken from the Financial Times, London. Prior to 
the simulation, we start out by checking for the presence of extreme values. We performed 
intervention analysis (Box and Tiao, 1975). Time series analysis of the data indicates that these 
series do not display mean-reversion and hence they are integrated processes of order 1. IP and 
M2 series show very regular seasonal patterns. The random walk process is consistent with the 
data generating process of the exchange rate and the stock index. All stock indexes show 
extreme values in the 1987 October crash. 
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Appendix 2: Diagnostic analysis of GMM estimation: residual graphs, ACF and 
PACF.
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Figure 4 
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Appendix 3: ObsExRa and ThtExRa 
Figure 6 
Obs DEM / USD (Left) & Tht DEM / USD (Right) 
Figure 7 
Obs GBP / USD (Left) & Tht GBP / USD (Right) 
 
Figure 8 
Obs ESP / USD (Left) & Tht ESP / USD (Right) 
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Figure 9 
Obs JPY / USD (Left) & Tht JPY / USD (Right) 
 
Figure 10 
Obs GBP / DEM (Left) & Tht GBP/ DEM (Right) 
 
Figure 11 
Obs ESP / DEM (Left) & Tht ESP / DEM (Right) 
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Figure 12 
Obs JPY / DEM (Left) & Tht JPY / DEM (Right) 
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